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E-mail address: xhchen_98@yahoo.comThe energy release rate and associated energy ﬂux integral in dynamic fracture of magneto-electro-
thermo-elastic solids are formulated with the inclusion of multi-ﬁeld fully coupled effects based on fun-
damental principles of thermodynamics. The difference between the global and local dynamic contour
integrals is caused by unsteady state, mechanical body force, electricity conduction and thermal effect
as the closed contour including crack faces is chosen. This formulation successfully captures the crack-
tip singularity of coupled ﬁelds, offers the right expression for the crack driving force, and resolves the
controversial issue on magneto-electro-thermo-elastic fracture criterion. Especially, for steady-state
crack propagation in a magneto-electro-elastic solid, the path-independent dynamic contour integral is
determined from the asymptotic near-tip ﬁeld solution based on the Stroh-type formalism and the result-
ing dynamic energy release rate has an odd dependence on the dynamic magnetic induction intensity fac-
tor and the dynamic electric displacement intensity factor.
 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd.1. Introduction
Piezoelectric, piezomagnetic and magneto-electric coupling ef-
fects coexist in composite materials consisting of a piezoelectric
phase and a piezomagnetic phase, and thus bring about a lot of
complexities to magneto-electro-thermo-mechanical analysis. In
recent years, research on quasi-static and dynamic fracture of mag-
neto-electro-thermo-elastic solids has drawn considerable atten-
tion because of the rapid development of this new kind of multi-
functional materials for various engineering applications (e.g.,
Wang and Mai, 2003, 2007; Gao et al., 2003a,b, 2004a; Ing and
Wang, 2004a,b; Yang, 2004; Li and Yang, 2005; Niraula and Wang,
2006; Feng and Su, 2006; Feng et al., 2007a,b). As reviewed by
Chen and Lu (2003), invariant integrals are attractive candidates
for fracture criteria, but the main difﬁculty lies in the fundamental
discrepancy between theoretical prediction and experimental
observation on crack growth in piezoelectric materials.
Zhang et al. (2002) and Zhang and Gao (2004) gave a compre-
hensive overview on fracture of piezoelectric ceramics. Fracture
criteria for piezoelectric materials based on the path-independent
integrals constructed with the use of the electric enthalpy (e.g., Pak
and Hermann, 1986; Pak, 1990, 1992; Maugin and Epstein, 1991;
Dascalu and Maugin, 1994, 1995) indicate that piezoelectric frac-
ture should be impeded by the electric loading regardless of itsElsevier Ltd.direction. On the contrary, it has been found experimentally that
cracking is either promoted or retarded by applied electric ﬁeld
depending on its direction (e.g., Pak and Tobin, 1993; Tobin and
Pak, 1993; Cao and Evans, 1994; Lynch et al., 1995; Park and
Sun, 1995a,b). Extension of fracture criteria for piezoelectric mate-
rials to paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and electromagnetic materi-
als (e.g., Maugin et al., 1992; Maugin, 1994; Sabir and Maugin,
1996) has inherited this controversy, that is, an applied magnetic
or electric ﬁeld or their combination generally provides a negative
energy release rate for a conventional crack in the absence of
mechanical load regardless of the direction of the applied magnetic
or electric ﬁeld. Numerous attempts at resolving this controversy
have been carried out (e.g., Park and Sun, 1995a,b; Zhang and Tong,
1996; Gao et al., 1997; Fulton and Gao, 2001; Xu and Rajapakse,
2001; McMeeking, 2001, 2004; Li, 2003; Landis, 2004; Gao et al.,
2004a,b, 2008; Zhang et al., 2005; Ou and Chen, 2005; Haug and
McMeeking, 2006; Wang and Mai, 2007; Li et al., 2008), but the
theoretical treatments are all incomplete as pointed out by
McMeeking (2001). Most recently, Chen (2009) proposed a new
formation of the energy ﬂux integral and the energy–momentum
tensor for studying the crack driving force in electroelastodynamic
fracture and showed that the dynamic energy release rate thus ob-
tained has an odd dependence on the electric displacement inten-
sity factor, which is in agreement with experimental evidence.
In this paper, further investigation is performed to understand
the dynamic fracture behavior of magneto-electro-thermo-elastic
solids in the presence of multi-ﬁeld fully coupled effects. A
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ﬂux integral and the energy–momentum tensor from the energy
balance equation and the entropy production inequality within
the framework of the nonlinear theory of coupled magnetic, elec-
tric, thermal and mechanical ﬁelds. As an example, the dynamic
contour integral is employed to evaluate the dynamic energy re-
lease rate serving as the driving force for steady-state crack prop-
agation in a magneto-electro-elastic solid through seeking the
complex variable solution based on the Stroh-type formalism.2. Theory development
Continuum mechanics of electromagnetic solids has been pre-
sented in a systematic manner (e.g., Eringen, 1980; Maugin,
1988). The focus of the present work is to study the crack driving
force in dynamic fracture of magneto-electro-thermo-elastic solids
based on fundamental principles of thermodynamics.
2.1. Balance equations
The Maxell equations are expressed in the laboratory frame RG
as
r  D ¼ qf ð1Þ
r  Eþ @B
@t
¼ 0 ð2Þ
r  B ¼ 0 ð3Þ
r H @D
@t
¼ je ð4Þ
where qf is the free electric charge density; je, the total electric cur-
rent vector; D = e0E + P, the electric displacement; H ¼ 1l0 BM, the
magnetic ﬁeld; P, the polarization; E, the electric ﬁeld;M, the mag-
netization;B, the magnetic induction; e0, the vacuum permittivity,
and l0, the vacuum permeability.
The local mass balance equation is given by
dq
dt
¼ qr  v ð5Þ
where q is the mass density; v ¼ _u is the velocity vector, and u is
the displacement vector.
The local linear momentum balance equation is given by
q
dv
dt
¼ r  sigmaþ qf^ þ emf ð6Þ
where r is the Cauchy stress tensor; f^ is the mechanical body force
per unit mass; emf ¼ qfE þ ðje þ P

Þ  Bþ ðP  rÞE þ ðrBÞ M is the
electromagnetic body force per unit volume; P

¼ _Pþ Pðr  vÞ
ðP  rÞv, E = E + v  B, M =M + v  P, and je = je  qfv.
The local angular momentum balance leads to
ekijrij þ emck ¼ 0 ð7Þ
where emc = P  E +M  B, ekij is permutation symbol.
With the use of the second-order tensor emr and the vector
G = e0E  B, Eqs. (6) and (7) can be rewritten as
q
dv
dt
¼ r  ðrþ emrÞ þ qf^  @G
@t
ð8Þ
ekijðrij þ emrijÞ ¼ 0 ð9Þ
where emr ¼ P E  BM þ ðM  BÞIþ e0E Eþ 1l0 B B emu
f I is
the electromagnetic stress, emuf ¼ 12 e0E  Eþ 12l0 B  B is the energy
density of the free electromagnetic ﬁelds, I is the second-order unit
tensor, and the total stress tr = r + emr is symmetric.The local energy balance equation is given by
q
de^
dt
¼ r  jq þ r : vrþ qE  _pM  _Bþ E  je ð10Þ
where e^ is the internal energy per unit mass, jq is the heat ﬂux, and
p = P/q is the polarization per unit mass.
2.2. Helmholtz free energy
The Helmholtz free energy per unit mass is deﬁned as
h^  e^ Ts^ ð11Þ
where T is the absolute temperature, and s^ is the entropy per unit
mass.
Substituting (11) into (10) yields
ds^
dt
¼  1
qT
r  jq þ 1qT r : vrþ
1
T
E  _p 1
qT
M  _B
þ 1
qT
E  je 
1
T
s^ _T  1
T
dh^
dt
ð12Þ
2.3. Entropy production inequality
The entropy production inequality is given by
dis^
dt
 ds^
dt
þ 1
q
r  js P 0 ð13Þ
where js is the entropy ﬂux.
In the reference conﬁguration, the entropy production inequal-
ity can be rewritten as
dis^
dt
¼ ds^
dt
þ 1
q0
rR  Js P 0 ð14Þ
where Js = JF1  js, q0 is the mass density in the reference conﬁgura-
tion, J = q0/q = det(F) is the Jacobian determinant, F = @x/@X is the
deformation gradient, X is the position in the reference conﬁgura-
tion, x = v(X,t) is the position in the current conﬁguration, the nabla
notation rR ¼ @@XK ;K ¼ 1;2;3
n o
and r ¼ @
@xk
; k ¼ 1;2;3
n o
.
2.4. State equations
Substituting (12) into (14) yields
dis^
dt
¼ 1
q0
rR  Js 
Jq
T
 
þ 1
q0
Jq  rR 1T þ
1
q0T
bE  Je þ 12q0TE R : _C
þ 1
q0T
bE  _bP  1
q0T
cM  _bB  1
T
s^ _T  1
T
dh^
dt
P 0 ð15Þ
where ER = JF1Er(F1)T is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor;
Er = r + emr  Fr is symmetric; Fr ¼ e0E Eþ 1l0 B B emu
f I is the
Maxwell stress tensor; C = FTF is the right Cauchy–Green deforma-
tion tensor; Jq = JF1  jq ; Je = JF1  je; bP = JF1  P; bB = JF1  B;bE ¼ E  F; cM ¼ M  F.
The Helmholtz free energy h^ is taken to be a function of defor-
mation, temperature, temperature gradient, polarization and mag-
netic induction in the reference conﬁguration VR with respect to
which the deformation gradient F is measured, that is,
h^ ¼ h^ðC; T;rRT; bP; bB;XÞ ð16Þ
In order that the entropy production inequality (15) be always
valid, it is necessary and sufﬁcient that the state equations fulﬁll
the following conditions
B~
B~
~
~~V
c 
Fig. 1. A body containing an extending crack.
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@T ;K
¼ 0 ð17Þ
ERKL ¼ 2q0
@h^
@CKL
ð18Þ
s^ ¼  @h^
@T
ð19Þ
bEK ¼ q0 @h^
@ bPK ð20ÞbMK ¼ q0 @h^
@bBK ð21Þ
Js ¼
1
T
Jq ð22Þ
dis^
dt
¼ 1
q0
Jq  rR 1T þ
1
q0T
bE  Je P 0 ð23Þ
From (17), the Helmholtz free energy does not depend on the
temperature gradient. Since the inequality (23) must always be
satisﬁed, transport laws for coupled heat conduction and electric-
ity conduction can be determined accordingly.
2.5. Transport laws
Thermodynamic ﬂuxes for heat conduction and electricity con-
duction are postulated to depend linearly on corresponding ther-
modynamic forces with the Onsager reciprocity relations, that is,
Jq ¼ Lqq  rR 1T þ L
qe  bE ð24Þ
Je ¼ Leq  rR 1T þ L
ee  bE ð25Þ
where Lqq
T ¼ Lqq, LeqT ¼ Lqe, LeeT ¼ Lee, and L
qq Lqe
Leq Lee
 
is positive
deﬁnite.
2.6. Dynamic energy release rate
Consider a body eB that contains an extending crack (Fig. 1). The
contour eC translates with the crack front moving at a speed c. In
analogy to the purely elastodynamic and electro-elastodynamic
cases (Freund, 1998; Chen, 2009), a global form of the energy bal-
ance leads to the following expression for the energy ﬂux integral:
FðeCÞ  ZeC ½n  ðrþ emrþ v  GÞ  v  n  S
þ ð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf Þn  cdeC
¼
Z
@eB ½n  ðrþ emrþ v  GÞ  v  n  SdeS

Z
eBeVeC
~@
~@t
ð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf ÞdeV þ ZeBeVeC ~qf^  vdeV

Z
eBeVeC
~q
q0
bE  JedeV  ZeBeVeC ~qs^ _TdeV ð26Þ
where eVeC is the volume bounded by eC, k^ is the kinetic energy per
unit mass, S = E  H is the Poynting vector in the co-moving frame
RC, and H = H  v  D.
The dynamic contour integral is related to the energy ﬂux inte-
gral by
eJeC  FðeCÞc ð27Þ
where c = jcj.
The relation between the global and local dynamic contour inte-
grals is obtained from (26) aseJeCg ¼ eJeC l þ 1c
Z
eV geV l
~@
~@t
ð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf ÞdeV  1c
Z
eV geV l ~qf^  vdeV
þ 1
c
Z
eV geV l ~qq0 bE  JedeV þ 1c
Z
eV geV l ~qs^ _TdeV ð28Þ
where eVg and eV l are the volumes bounded by eCg and eCl.
The dynamic energy release rate is deﬁned as the rate of energy
ﬂow out of the body and into the crack front per unit crack ad-
vance, that is,
eJ0  limeC!0 Fð
eCÞ
c
( )
¼ limeC!0 1c
Z
eC ½n  ðrþ emrþ v  GÞ  v  n  S

þð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf Þn  cdeCo ð29Þ
For a ﬂat, straight, through-crack, if a ﬁeld quantity is invariant
in a reference frame traveling with the crack front in the ~e1–direc-
tion at a speed c ¼ c~e1, the ﬁeld quantity depends on t only
through the combination eX ¼ X ct. The dynamic contour integral
expression takes the special form:
eJeC ¼
Z
eC n  ½ðrþ emrþ v  GÞ  u ~rþ ð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf ÞIdeC  ~e1
 1
c
Z
eC n  ðE  HÞdeC ð30Þ
With the use of E = E + v  B and H = H  v  D, (30) can be
rewritten as
eJeC ¼ 
Z
eC n  ðrþ emrÞ  u ~rdeC  ~e1 þ
Z
eC n  ð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf ÞIdeC  ~e1
þ
Z
eC ½ðn EÞ  D  u ~rdeC  ~e1 þ
Z
eC ½ðnHÞ  B  u ~rdeC  ~e1
þ
Z
eC n  v  ðP BÞ  u ~rdeC  ~e1  1c
Z
eC n  ðEHÞdeC ð31Þ
With the introduction of the energy–momentum tensor
~b  ½rþ emrþ ðD  EÞI D Eþ ðB HÞI BH
 v  ðP BÞ  u ~rþ ð~qk^þ ~qh^þ emuf ÞI ð32Þ
the dynamic contour integral can be expressed as
eJeC ¼
Z
eC n  ~bdeC  ~e1  1c
Z
eC n  SdeC ð33Þ
where S = E  H is the Poynting vector in the laboratory frame RG.
The energy–momentum tensor is associated with the energy
ﬂux due to material particle motion and traveling of the surface
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frame RG is related to the energy ﬂux due to electromagnetic wave
propagation. Hence, the dynamic contour integral and the energy–
momentum tensor derived in this formulation for dynamic fracture
of magneto-electro-thermo-elastic solids are different from those
yielded by Maugin et al. (1992) and Maugin (1994).
3. Application to steady-state crack propagation in a magneto-
electro-elastic solid
To illustrate the application of the developed theory, consider a
conventional crack in a magneto-electro-elastic solid (Fig. 2) in the
absence of mechanical body force ðf^ ¼ 0Þ, thermal effect ð _T ¼ 0Þ,
electricity conduction (je = 0) and free electric charge (qf = 0). A ref-
erence coordinate system afﬁxed to the moving crack tip is also
shown with the eX3-axis along the crack front and the crack faces
on the half-plane containing the negative eX1-axis.
3.1. Generalized plane crack problem
A generalized plane crack problem involves the propagation of a
slit crack or an elliptical cylinder cavity-like crack under coupled
magneto-electro-mechanical boundary conditions. The ﬁeld quan-
tities do not depend on eX3 but may have components in the eX3-
direction. For simplicity, the remote loads considered here are
r12j þ emr12j , E12 and H12 .
For an elliptical inclusion problem, the jump conditions across
the interface are given by
n  ½½rþ emrþ v  G ¼ 0; ½½u ¼ 0 ð34Þ
n  ½½D ¼ xðsÞf ; n ½½E ¼ 0; n  ½½B ¼ 0; n ½½H ¼ 0 ð35Þ
where [[    ]] represents the jump of the ﬁeld quantity inside the
double square brackets across the interface, and xðsÞf is the interfa-
cial trapped surface charge density.
For a slit crack problem, the crack surface boundary conditions
may generally expressed as
nþ  ðrþ emrþ v  GÞþ ¼ n  ðrþ emrþ v  GÞ
¼ fr021 þ emr021 þ v02G01;r022 þ emr022
þ v02G02;r023 þ emr023 þ v02G03g; ð36Þ
nþ  Dþ ¼ n  D ¼ D02; ð37Þ
nþ  Bþ ¼ n  B ¼ B02; as x2 ! 0	;a 6 x1 6 a ð38Þ
There exist some debates in the literature on the crack surface
boundary conditions (e.g., Hao and Shen, 1994; Zhang and Tong,
1996; Li and Mataga, 1996a,b; Xu and Rajapakse, 2001; McMee-
king, 2001, 2004; Landis, 2004; Gao et al., 2004a,b; Ou and Chen,
2005; Haug and McMeeking, 2006; Wang and Mai, 2007; GaoFig. 2. A conventional crack in a magneto-electro-elastic solid.et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008). The total traction should be considered
in the coupled magneto-electro-mechanical boundary conditions
along the crack faces and the remainder surface of the solid. For
an elliptical inclusion problem, (34) and (35) are exact but the cor-
responding boundary value problem needs to be solved in both the
solid region and the cavity region. For a slit crack problem, D02 and
B02 in (37) and (38) are either prescribed under impermeable crack
face condition or determined through solving the boundary value
problem with permeable or semi-permeable crack face condition.
The crack surface boundary conditions may also involve crack
opening, surface charge or discharge.
3.2. Stroh-type formalism and asymptotic near-tip ﬁeld solution
The constitutive equations for an anisotropic magneto-electro-
elastic solid are given by
trij ¼ Cijkluk;l  ekijEk  hkijHk ð39Þ
Di ¼ eijkuj;k þ jijEj þ bijHj ð40Þ
Bi ¼ hijkuj;k þ bijEj þ lijHj ð41Þ
where eijk, hijk and bij are piezoelectric, piezomagnetic and magneto-
electric coupling coefﬁcients, respectively; Cijkl, jij and lij are elastic
stiffness, dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability coefﬁ-
cients, respectively.
In analogy to purely elastodynamic fracture analysis (Freund,
1998) and dynamic fracture analysis for piezoelectric materials
(Dascalu and Maugin, 1995), based on quasi-static approximation
for the electromagnetic ﬁelds, the governing Eqs. (1)–(4) and (8)
in the absence of mechanical body force ðf^ ¼ 0Þ, electricity conduc-
tion (je = 0) and free electric charge (qf = 0) can be rewritten by
introducing the scaled variables bXi ¼ eXi=e (i = 1,2) and neglecting
the terms of o (e) as
Cijkmuk;jm þ emij/;jm þ hmijw;jm ¼ qc2ui;11 ð42Þ
ejkmuk;jm  jjm/;jm  bjmw;jm ¼ 0 ð43Þ
hjkmuk;jm  bjm/;jm  ljmw;jm ¼ 0 ð44Þ
Ei ¼ u;i ð45Þ
Hi ¼ w;i ð46Þ
where u is the electric potential, w is the magnetic potential, and e
is a small parameter.
As viewed from the scaled reference coordinate system afﬁxed
at the moving crack tip, the crack appears to be semi-inﬁnite along
the negative bX1-axis. Based on the Stroh-type formalism, the
asymptotic solution is sought in the form
uk ¼ akf ðzÞðk ¼ 1;2;3Þ;u ¼ a4f ðzÞ;w ¼ a5f ðzÞ; z ¼ bX1 þ pbX2 ð47Þ
where the complex number p and ak must be determined from Eqs.
(42)–(44), and the function f is analytic in the complex variable
z ¼ bX1 þ pbX2 and should be determined from the boundary
conditions.
Substitution of (47) into (42)–(44) yields
½Q  qc2Uþ ðR þ RTÞpþ Tp2a ¼ 0 ð48Þ
with a = (a1,a2,a3,a4,a5)T, U = diag(1,1,1,0,0) and the 5x5 matrices:
Q ¼
C1jk1 e1j1 h1j1
eT1k1 j11 b11
hT1k1 b11 l11
264
375; R ¼ C1jk2 e2j1 h2j1eT1k2 j12 b12
hT1k2 b12 l12
264
375;
T ¼
C2jk2 e2j2 h2j2
eT2k2 j22 b22
hT2k2 b22 l22
264
375 ð49Þ
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detðQ  qc2Uþ ðR þ RTÞpþ Tp2Þ ¼ 0 ð50Þ
The ten roots of (50) depend on the crack velocity c, that is,
pa = pa(c). A real root p of (50) will correspond to a value of c equal
to the velocity of bulk waves propagating in the direction (1, p) in
the ðbX1,bX2Þ-plane. In analogy to the treatment by Lothe and Bar-
nett (1976) in the study of the existence of surface waves in piezo-
electric crystals and by Dascalu and Maugin (1995) for dynamic
fracture of piezoelectric materials, vL is introduced to denote the
inferior limit of such bulk-wave velocities, and then (50) has no
real roots for c < vL. Since the coefﬁcients of (50) are real, the eigen-
values pa and the eigenvectors aa form two sets of complex quan-
tities with one set being conjugate to the other. We suppose pa
(a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are ﬁve distinct roots with positive imaginary parts
and construct the matrix A with columns that are the associated
eigenvectors. Thus, the general solution of (42)–(44) is given by
uk ¼
X5
a¼1
AkafaðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
AkafaðzaÞ ð51Þ
u ¼
X5
a¼1
A4afaðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
A4afaðzaÞ ð52Þ
w ¼
X5
a¼1
A5afaðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
A5afaðzaÞ ð53Þ
where za ¼ bX1 þ pabX2 (a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), and overbars denote com-
plex conjugates.
Hence, stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction are
expressed as
tri1 ¼
X5
a¼1
ðqc2Aia  paLiaÞf 0aðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
ðqc2Aia  paLiaÞf 0aðzaÞ ð54Þ
tri2 ¼
X5
a¼1
Liaf 0aðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
Liaf 0aðzaÞ ð55Þ
D1 ¼ 
X5
a¼1
paL4af
0
aðzaÞ 
X5
a¼1
paL4af 0aðzaÞ ð56Þ
D2 ¼
X5
a¼1
L4af 0aðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
L4af 0aðzaÞ ð57Þ
B1 ¼ 
X5
a¼1
paL5af
0
aðzaÞ 
X5
a¼1
paL5af 0aðzaÞ ð58Þ
B2 ¼
X5
a¼1
L5af 0aðzaÞ þ
X5
a¼1
L5af 0aðzaÞ ð59Þ
where f 0aðzaÞ ¼ dfaðzaÞ=dza, Lia = (Rki + pa Tik)Aka = (Qik + paRik  q
c2Uik)Aka/pa.
By the technique developed by Suo et al. (1992) for static piezo-
electric crack problems and Dascalu and Maugin (1995) for dy-
namic piezoelectric crack problems, let us introduce
fðzÞ ¼ ðf1ðzÞ; f2ðzÞ; f3ðzÞ; f4ðzÞ; f5ðzÞÞT ð60Þ
hðzÞ ¼ Lf 0ðzÞ ð61Þ
The singular solution that gives bounded displacement, electric
and magnetic potentials is obtained as
hðzÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8pz
p k ð62Þ
where k ¼ ðeK II; eKI; eK III; eKD; eKBÞT is the dynamic intensity factor vec-
tor, eK I , eK II , eK III are dynamic Mode-I, Mode-II, Mode-III total stress
intensity factors, eKD is the dynamic electric displacement intensity
factor, and eKB is the dynamic magnetic induction intensity factor.
Substituting (62) into (61) yieldsfðzÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z
2p
r
L1k ð63Þ3.3. Path-independent integral
For steady-state crack propagation in the absence of mechanical
body force ðf^ ¼ 0Þ, thermal effect ð _T ¼ 0Þ and electricity conduc-
tion (je = 0), the dynamic contour integral becomes path-indepen-
dent as the closed contour including crack faces is chosen, that is,eJeCg ¼ eJeC l ¼ eJ0 ð64Þ
Choose the contour as shown in Fig. 2. This is a convenient
choice because n1 = 0 along the segments parallel to the eX1-axis.
The contour is shrunk onto the crack tip by ﬁrst letting d2? 0
and then d1? 0. In analogy to the purely elastodynamic and elec-
tro-elastodynamic cases (Freund, 1998; Dascalu andMaugin, 1995;
Chen, 2009), there is no contribution to eJ0 from the segments par-
allel to the eX2-axis and the segments along the crack faces. More-
over, the third, fourth, ﬁfth and sixth terms on the right-hand side
of Eq. (31) along the segments parallel to the eX1-axis vanish. Con-
sequently, eJ0 can be computed by evaluating only the ﬁrst term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (31) along the segments parallel to theeX1-axis, that is,
tildeJ0 ¼ 2 lim
d1!0
Z d1
d1
r2jðeX1;0; tÞ þ emr2jðeX1;0; tÞh i @ujðeX1;0þ; tÞ
@eX1 deX1
ð65Þ
Consequently, the dynamic energy release rate is equal to the
following crack closure integral:
eJ0 ¼ lim
da!0
1
2da
Z da
0
½r2jðeX1;0; tÞ þ emr2jðeX1;0; tÞDujðeX1  da;0	; tÞdeX1
ð66Þ
where DujðeX1  da;0	; tÞ ¼ ujðeX1  da;0þ; tÞ  ujðeX1  da; 0; tÞ is
the crack opening displacement at a distance da eX1 behind the
crack tip.
Hence, the crack-tip dynamic contour integral is equal to the
mechanical part of the crack closure integral with the replacement
of the Cauchy stress by the total stress, which is consistent with the
semi-empirical fracture criterion proposed by Park and Sun
(1995a,b) for piezoelectric materials. Nevertheless, the difference
lies in the replacement of the Cauchy stress tensor by the total
stress tensor and the equivalence of the crack-tip dynamic contour
integral to the dynamic energy release rate instead of the mechan-
ical strain energy release rate.
With the use of the asymptotic near-tip ﬁeld expressions (62)
and (63), the dynamic energy release rate is thus calculated as
eJ0 ¼ 14 ðeK II; eKI; eKIII; 0;0Þ  eH  ðeK II; eKI; eKIII; eKD; eKBÞT ð67Þ
where eH = 2Re(iAL1) is the dynamic counterpart of the Irwin ma-
trix (Suo et al., 1992; Gao et al., 2004a,b; Wang and Mai, 2003,
2007), which reduces to that given by Dascalu and Maugin (1995)
for dynamic fracture of piezoelectric materials.
Eq. (67) shows that the dynamic energy release rate is an odd
function of the dynamic electric displacement intensity factor
and the dynamic magnetic induction intensity factor, which is con-
sistent with experimental evidence (Pak and Tobin, 1993; Tobin
and Pak, 1993; Cao and Evans, 1994; Lynch et al., 1995; Park and
Sun, 1995a,b; Zhang et al., 2002; Chen and Lu, 2003). The axi-sym-
metric dynamic crack problem of magnetoelectroelastic layer stud-
ied by Feng et al. (2007b) is analogous to the Mode-I dynamic crack
problem with the crack plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis,
whereas the anti-plane dynamic crack problems of piezoelectric
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studied by Dascalu and Maugin (1995), Yang (2004), Li and Yang
(2005), and Feng and Su (2006), respectively, correspond to the
Mode-III dynamic crack problem with the crack front along the
symmetry axis. As the crack velocity tends to zero, the formula re-
duces to the quasi-static case studied by Gao et al. (2004a,b) and
Wang and Mai (2003, 2007).
4. Concluding remarks
Based on fundamental principles of thermodynamics, the dy-
namic contour integral is constructed with the use of the Helm-
holtz free energy as a function of deformation, temperature,
polarization and magnetic induction in the reference conﬁguration.
The physical meaning of the crack-tip dynamic contour integral is
the dynamic energy release rate, which represents the rate of en-
ergy ﬂow out of the body and into the crack tip per unit crack ad-
vance. For steady-state crack propagation in the absence of
mechanical body force, thermal effect and electricity conduction,
the dynamic contour integral becomes path-independent as the
closed contour including crack faces is chosen. Unlike other path-
independent integrals (e.g., Maugin et al., 1992; Maugin, 1994),
the dynamic contour integral thus formulated can be used as a
physically sound criterion for dynamic fracture of magneto-elec-
tro-thermo-elastic solids. The previous study by Chen (2009) on
the crack driving force and the energy–momentum tensor in elect-
roelastodynamic fracture is a special case of the present work.References
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